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FROM THE ADMINISTRATOR’S DESK
Friends,

“

I do hope
and trust that
this year will
finally witness
a new
dawn full of
hopes and
aspirations.

Just around two weeks ago, the long shadows of the COVID had shown sure
signs of fading and the roller coaster year seemed behind us. As we prepared to
usher in the new year, a new variant ‘Omicron’ struck suddenly. We still do not
know how virulent and severe it is. But, it is scary enough to have compelled
us to call off the late December celebrations of Christmas party,
, an
evening of laughter with Dr. Kumar Vishwas on the 25th December and also
the New Year party. These testing times too will pass, we do hope to make up,
as things get better.
In any case, let me wish all members and club users and families, a very Happy,
Joyous and Healthy New Year. I do hope and trust that this year will finally
witness a new dawn full of hopes and aspirations.
The Delhi Disaster Management Authority has announced a new set of directions
with regard to gatherings, sports, parties and celebrations. While it may have
caused inconvenience to the members/users of the club but given the fact that
the club very largely comprises of senior or super senior citizens, we need to be
extra careful in protecting ourselves and our folks.
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I hope and pray that things will improve before
the Davis Cup tournament scheduled to be
conducted in first week of March 2022 in the
club. The Sports Committee and especially the
Tennis team is very enthusiastically engaged in
the preparations in collaboration with the AITA
and the DLTA. I fervently hope that their efforts
will bear fruit and the club will be able to stage
the fixture without any glitches.
In most of my communications to you so far, I
have repeatedly requested you and I reiterate –
Please check facts and not fall prey to rumors,
impressions, or innuendos. The past few weeks
witnessed some of these flying thick and fast but
to what avail? Food for thought!
The problem of unpaid bills continues unabated.
The outstanding, as I write this piece, are to the
tune of Rs.200 lacs. Much as the club would like
to avoid taking any harsh measures, it seems we
have no choice but to enforce the much-needed
discipline of timely payment of bills. I request
everyone to kindly ensure prompt payment of
bills.
With introduction of automation in the coming
months, members would be able to set their own
limits on their cards and we may completely do
away with the practice of raising bills and the
payment defaults. We pay as we consume.
Looking forward to sunnier and brighter times
ahead!
Once again, I wish you and your families a great
year ahead….

OM PATHAK
Administrator
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“No matter how hard the past, you
can always begin again…”
- BUDDHA

s we ring in the new year with the surge of yet
another coronavirus variant, it’s easy to forget
all the good that happened in 2021. With
nearly 50% of the population fully vaccinated
worldwide so far, and almost 200 countries pledging for
climate action, we are witnessing a transformation.
The year 2022 promises more of it. Largely pandemic
induced, the year is expected to further reshape our
culture, society & technology. Dominated with health as
a priority area especially with the recent Omicron surge,
vaccine development will no longer take decades. With
more vaccine choice, countries will race to inoculate all to
avoid a repeat of the deadly delta variant. Shift to telehealth
will be more common as more become familiar with video
visits to their doc!
Conversations around Electric Vehicles (EVs), space race,
cryptocurrencies, newer & faster internet will only get louder
in 2022. The ambition of private space companies SpaceX,
Blue Origin and Virgin Galactic will get bigger as they
explore space tourism. Future moon base in 2030; landing
of robot on an asteroid in 2024; phasing out of fossil fuelburning vehicles with the arrival of EVs like Tesla Model 3,
the writing on the wall is clear. Innovate or perish…
Therefore, though a disruption, the pandemic is pushing
us to think out of the box and adapt to change. As Charles
Darwin rightly said, “it is not the strongest of the species
that survive, nor the most intelligent, but the most
responsive to change.“
And one can change the world by giving hope .. Hope does
not mean denying reality - rather, it is seeing facts ‘as they

are’ and having an ‘optimistic mindset’ towards solutions.
Often there are several challenging situations - brick-walls
if one can say - but even in their midst, one can always find
solutions with HOPE. The year may not have the best start
with Omicron fears but hopefully with the combination
of accelerated vaccination drives, development of drugs,
adherence to Covid-19 appropriate behaviour & above
all the continued collective spirit of the society to fight
the crisis with compassion, community and concern will
win us over. Hopefully, in a few months from now we will
be better informed and more in control. A lower rate of
hospitalisation and disease-severity versus the previous
waves is already an indicator of the same and with this
positive frame we can cautiously hope for the pandemic
becoming an endemic in 2022.

The dawn of every year, season’s greetings, reminds us
symbolically of the new spring after a stormy winter tide;
a new sunlight after a long season of gloom. It fuels us
forward in our endeavour to start afresh, make amends
and scale new heights. The year 2022 could be the muchneeded flashpoint in contemporary history informing the
world of the myriad opportunities in its midst to catalyse
the change initiated by the pandemic and steer humanity
on the path of a sustainable, healthier, brighter future.
I take this opportunity to thank everyone for their
contributions to this issue and look forward to many more
in the future editions. Wishing you the best of health &
cheer and a Happy New Year!

ASHWAJIT SINGH

Editor
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SUB-COMMITTEE REPORTS
Education & Skills Sub-Committee

T

he sub committee
on Education and
Skills organized a
panel discussion
on ‘Promoting Education
and
Skills:
Priorities
and Challenges’ on 11th
December in the Centenary
bar. There were three
invited speakers: Dr.Punita
Duhan, Director, Delhi Skill and Entrepreneurship
University, Vivek Vihar, Delhi, Shri. Sanjay Kumar,
Director, Directorate of General Training, Ministry
of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship, GOI and
Ms.Bhavna Srikrishna Chopra, In-charge, skill vertical,
CII. The Chairperson of the sub-committee, Prof.
Nandini Sinha Kapur delivered a welcome address
welcoming all the dignitaries, invited speakers, members
of DGC and guests. She gave a brief introduction by
highlighting the features of National Education Policy
in terms of education and skill development for the
empowerment of the Indian youth to make India
‘Atmanirbhar’ (self-reliant). This was followed by the
opening remarks rendered by the Administrator, Shri.
Om Pathak. He first talked of the need of the club to
undertake such activities and how he envisaged this
Committee would function.
There is an urgent need for skill development as a large
number of students are not employable though maybe
qualified. There is a gap between what is taught in
classrooms and what is required by the industry. Need
to collaborate with industry, educational institutions etc.
to increase employability. The club members could play
an important role in this. The moderator Dr.Seema Puri
( Member , Sub-committee on Education and Skills )
set the context by pointing out that. Every year around
28 million youth get added to India’s workforce. India’s
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CII skill journey, CII on-ground initiatives, CII incubated
NSDC and industry led 11 Sector Skill Councils, CII
multi-skills institutes /hubs ( Assam , Madhya Pradesh
, Andhra Pradesh , Uttar Pradesh, 12 MSI s pan India,
CII PARFI skill Gurukuls, CII model career centre,
CSR ,CII regional /national work skills competitions,

Indo-Japan technical intern training programme
and international collaboration and placements.

DR. NANDINI SINHA KAPUR

Chairperson

unemployment rate was at a forty-five year high of 6.1%
in the year 2018. A staggering 121.5 million job losses
were reported in the first month of the lockdown in April
2020. Although this loss has narrowed down, it is still
a harrowing situation. We are living in unprecedented
times when industries and trade are fighting to stay
afloat. CII report states that only 46% of Indian students
are employable. Industry leaders have often pointed
out the lack of conformity between what is taught in
classrooms and what is required by the industry.
Dr. Punita Duhan highlighted the need and importance
of education and skilling
in today’s dynamic
environment and how lack of skills is rendering youth
unemployed or underemployed. She further highlighted
the role of Delhi Skill & Entrepreneurship University in
the Delhi skilling ecosystem and enumerated various
courses which are currently on offer and are in pipeline.
Speaker also shared the efforts put in by the leaders of
DSEU in implementing NEP-2020 in letter and spirit to
skill Delhi youth.
Shri.Sanjay Kumar pointed out Skill development can
help school dropouts which is approximately 36% from
secondary school to Higher secondary school. The four
pillars of skilling are industry relevant curriculum, good
content and trainers and proper industry linkage. For
marginalized workers and in area specific market skill
may be a way presented an over-view of livelihood.
Delhi Gymkhana club can initiate skilling on a pilot
basis through its committee on Education and skills
on a pilot basis. Experts and knowledge can be utilized
from like-minded people.
Ms. Bhavna Srikrishna Chopra made a power point
presentation on, ‘CII Skills and Livelihood: Enhancing
Industry Competitiveness with Social Impact’. She
presented an over-view of CII skills delivery structure,

Commodore J. S. Shergill (Retd.) giving the ‘Vote of Thanks’ at the end of panel discussion

Sub-committee member Radhika Singh
giving away the souvenir to the panelist,
Dr.Punita Duhan, Delhi Skill and
Entrepreneurship University

Chairperson, Prof.Nandini Sinha Kapur giving the ‘Welcome Address’
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CLUB EVENTS
National Defence Dialogue

20TH NOVEMBER

NATIONAL DEFENCE DIALOGUE
(An Initiative of DELHI GYMKHANA CLUB)
A “THE QUADRILATERAL SECURITY DIALOGUE
(QUAD): REGIONAL AND GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES”

A group photo of the Chairperson, panelists and sub-committee members of Education & skills with the
Administrator, Shri. Om Pathak

The National Defence Dialogue, an initiative of the Delhi Gymkhana Club and chaired by Lt Gen D R Soni, PVSM,
VSM, former Army Commander Southern Command, conducted its 2nd Panel Discussion, on “Quadrilateral
Security Dialogue (QUAD): Regional and Global Perspectives”, at the Club premises, on 20th November 2021,
physically and in virtual mode. It utilized for this, its huge integral talent, information and experience pool of
serving and retired Military officers, government officers and non-government individuals from its membership, as
well as other renowned security analysts who are not members of the Club.
The discussions culminated with the recommendation that the scope of the QUAD must be viewed in its entirety,
including Climate Change, Health, Economic, Trade, etc and not only in terms of military.

Global Connect (GloCon) Sub-Committee – Proposed Mandate
Objective
The aim of the Glo-Con Sub-Committee shall be to
establish the Delhi Gymkhana Club as the fulcrum
for multi-faceted global connections by utilizing the
strength of its history and richness of its membership
that represents the best of India.
To achieve this the Glo-Con Sub-Committee shall
endeavour to create programmes and events that
will act as a catalyst to attract greater participation of
influencers drawn from close to 190+ nations and
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bodies represented in the United Nations, most of
which have representation in India and particularly in
our capital, Delhi. Whereas the G-7 and G-20 garner
most attention, India has had historical ties with a vast
number of nations spread across all continents. It will
be a key objective of the Glo-Con Sub-Committee to
play a significant role in catalyzing and expanding
people to people interaction with this otherwise
generally underserved comity of nations.

India must first look towards its own National Interests, before joining any alliance, military or non-military.
However, if India is to be recognised as a growing regional power, it may require to play a more central role in
QUAD, being located in the regionLt Gen D R Soni PVSM, VSM.
Chairman, National Defence Dialogue,
Delhi Gymkhana Club
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18TH DECEMBER

ports and games have been integral to the daily life of our Club. Members and their dependents enjoy
their workouts in the Squash Courts, the Club’s well-equipped Gym, the beautiful expanse of grass courts,
reputed to be one of the finest and immaculately maintained or just go around the tree-lined walkway along
the Club’s perimeter. There is another loyal segment of the indoor games facility, be it the Bridge or Rummy
or Billiards/ Snooker and now back in the reckoning, Table tennis too.
The Club has traditionally held tournaments annually to satisfy the competitive spirit of the players. The winners
and participants are honored with prizes and awards at a specially organized Sports Dinner and Awards ceremony.
It has been a very anticipated event and has never been missed except for the last year which was lost to the Covid-19
pandemic. This has sadly dislocated many lives and is not over, hence the continued need to be extra careful.
This year, fortunately, the matches in all the games were organized and kicked off early enough to finish by the
18th of December and indeed with a determined push by the players and the coordinators, the tournaments were
completed. The Club held a glittering evening on the 18th December to honour the winners and runners-up. The
Kashmir lawns were beautifully lit up and the stage lined up with smartly carved trophies and plaques.

8
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Lifetime Achievement Awards
Delhi Gymkhana Club is a premier Sports Club of our country. Naturally, it is our endeavor to give it a much needed ‘fillip”. And,
we could not think of a better ‘head start’ than honoring Sportspersons who have brought laurels to the country by presenting
them with ‘Lifetime Achievement Awards” during our glittering function on ‘Annual Sports Dinner’ on 18th Dec 2021.
Congratulations to the Lifetime Achievement Awardees and we look forward to them for their continued guidance.

RAJA RANDHIR SINGH

R

aja Randhir Singh is the acting president of the Olympic Council of
Asia. A five-time
Olympic shooter
and an Asian Games
gold medalist in 1978.
He is a former Olympic-level trap and skeet
shooter and now sports administrator. He was
the representative for India on the International
Olympic Committee along with Nita Ambani and
is a 1979 recipient of the Arjuna Award.

KAWALJIT SINGH

K

awaljit Singh felicitated with “Outstanding Contribution to
Bridge Award.” Chief
Commissioner of Income
Tax (Retd.), Kawaljit Singh has
been playing Bridge in the Club since 1959. He was
earlier awarded Gymkhana Club Centenary Award for
maximum Prizes in Bridge.
Felicitated by World Bridge Federation for ‘Outstanding
Services to Bridge,’ in Chennai, 2015. Captain, Delhi
Gymkhana Club at Lahore, Pakistan.
Kawaljit Singh has represented India Seniors In qualifying
round Bermuda Bowl World Team Championship, Jordan
2015.
Member of Experts Committee for World Cup Stockholm, 1983 & Seattle,
1984. Non Playing Captain, India Ladies Bridge Team, World Championships,
Bali 2013 & Chennai 2015.
Was Vice President Bridge Federation of India for 9 years.

10
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ROHIT RAJPAL

R

ohit Rajpal played in one Davis Cup tie for India, against South Korea
in 1990. He got his opportunity in a dead rubber reverse singles
match, which he
lost to Kim Jae-sik. In
addition to his Davis
Cup appearance, Rajpal was also a member
of India’s squad at the 1990 Asian Games in
Beijing.
In 2019 he replaced Mahesh Bhupathi as India’s
Davis Cup captain. Previously he had served as
a team selector and is now the President of the
Delhi Lawn Tennis Association.

PULLELA GOPICHAND

P

ullela Gopichand is a former Indian badminton player. Currently, he
is the Chief National Coach for the India national badminton team.
He won the All-England Open Badminton Championships in 2001
becoming the second Indian to achieve this feat after Prakash Padukone.
He runs the Gopichand Badminton Academy.

SUHAS YATHIRAJ L

S

uhas LY, who currently serves as the DM for Noida, is world no. 2
in Men’s Singles Para-Badminton. Suhas Lalinakere Yathiraj, an IAS
officer of 2007 batch of the Uttar Pradesh cadre, is a man of many
distinctions. The differently-abled IAS officer and a National Badminton
Champion, Suhas won the Silver Medal in Badminton and was the first civil servant in history to
represent India in Tokyo Paralympics 2020.

w w w. d e l h i g y m k h a n a . o r g . i n
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Sports Results

BADMINTON

TABLE TENNIS

1. MEN’S SINGLES
Winners - Sohil Kapoor
Runners up - Raghav Bahl

8. VETERAN MEN’S SINGLES 45-60
Winner - Sharat Prakash
Runners up - Anthony Malik

2. MEN’S DOUBLES
Winner - Rohit Dhir & Karan Gill
Runners up - Raghav Bahl & Dhurv Tuli

9. VETERAN MEN’S DOUBLES 45-60
Winner - Dhruv Soota & Karan Gill
Runners up - Sunil Satyajit & Jagmit Singh

3. MIXED DOUBLES
Winner - Raghav Bahl & Sukhmani
Runners up - Sohil Kapoor & Ridhi

10.VETERAN MEN’S SINGLES 60-80
Winner - Sunil Satyajit
Runners up - Sunil Satyajit
11.VETERN MEN’S DOUBLES 60-80
Winner - Sunil Satyajit & Jagmit Singh
Runners up - Kanvarjit Singh &
Brig. Jitender Singh

This sport made a comeback after a gap of almost 30 odd years. The Club made arrangements to
provide the space and other needed equipment to players. There was enthusiastic participation
because of the determined efforts of the game’s coordinator, Jagmeet Singh.
1. MEN’S SINGLES 18+
Winner - Jagmit Singh
Runners up - Sunil Satyajit

6. WOMEN’S DOUBLES
Winner - Kalpana Gulhati & Nooria Puri
Runners up - Nikita Goyal & Sangeeta Goyal

2. WOMEN’S SINGLES 18+
Winner - Nikita Goyal
Runners up - Dr. Geetanjali Sawhney

7. LUCKY DOUBLES
Winner - Kalpana Gulhati & Jagmit Singh
Runners up - Sunil Satyajit & Shivraj Jaipuria

4. WOMEN’S SINGLES
Winner - Nikita Goyal
Runners up - Jayita

3. MEN’S SINGLES 45+
Winner - Jagmit Singh
Runners up - Sunil Satyajit

8. MIXED DOUBLES
Winner - Jagmit Singh &
Dr. Geetanjali Sawhney
Runners up - Sunil Satyajit & Mrs. Talwar

5. WOMEN’S DOUBLES
Winner - Nikita Goyal & Sangeeta Goyal
Runners up - Suhani Sehgal & Jahanvi

4. WOMEN’S SINGLES 45+
Winner - Dr. Geetanjali Sawhney
Runners up - Kalpana Gulhati
5. MEN’S DOUBLES
Winner - Jagmit Singh & Sunil Satyajit
Runners up - Gaurav Jhingran &
Shivajirao Mohan

9. MEN’S SINGLES 60+
Winner - Jagmit Singh
Runners up - Sunil Satyajit

2. HANDICAP SNOOKER
Winners - Keerath Bhandaal
Runners up - Dhruv Soota
Highest Break - Dhruv Soota
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7. VETERAN WOMEN’S SINGLES 60-80
Winner - Chadrima Shah
Runners up - Balesh Jindal

13.JUNIOR GIRL’S SINGLES
Winner - Jiah dulat
Runners up - Shreya Bahrei

TENNIS

BILLIARDS
1. OPEN SNOOKER
Winners - Dhruv Soota
Runners up - Keerath Bhandaal
Highest Break - Prakhar Sahni

6. LUCKY DOUBLES
Winner - Sunil Satyajeet & Raghav Bahl
Runners up - Rituj Chopra & Sean hunt

12.JUNIOR BOY’S SINGLES
Winner - Shivraj Jaipuriya
Runners up - Adidev Pratap Singh

3. OPEN BILLIARDS
Winners - Keerath Bhandaal
Runners up - Chetan Chhabra
Highest Break - Keerath Bhandaal &
Bharat Vaish
4. OPEN BILLIARDS
Winners - Chetan Chhabra
Runners up - Prakhar Sahni
Highest Break - Chetan Chhabra

The tennis tournament was held on the grass courts of the Club, as per the longstanding tradition.
Shri Chintamani Sharma oversaw the tournament. The Singles event was won by Aditya Khanna,
a young and fine tennis player who plays at the competitive level in the Tennis players league. He
beat Capt. Arun Mehra, another fine tennis player. Very appropriately, the trophy to Aditya was
presented by his father, Anil Khanna, who is a reputed Tennis administrator of the country and is
currently the Chairman of the Asian Tennis Federation.
1. MEN’S SINGLES
Winners - Aditya Khanna

Runners up - Arun Mehra

w w w. d e l h i g y m k h a n a . o r g . i n
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CLUB MEMBERS’ CONTRIBUTIONS

WINNERS AND RUNNERS-UP
•
Mrs Veena Vishvanathan
•
Brig Vijay Sawhney
•
Col Ramesh Vasudeva
•
Maj Gen Raj Sawhney

WINNERS OF THE PAIRS
TOURNAMENT
•
Mrs Madhvi Bery
•
Mrs Veena Vishvanathan

Happiness
Continuing at the carousel is to naturalize
the self with sorrow. Grief smears itself
on one’s being like grains of sand in shoes.
I have lived long to be able to recognize
my restlessness. The viciousness of wind is
flinging its bulletins at me. I’m not inclined
to read them.

BRIDGE MONTHLY TEAM TOURNAMENT
WINNERS
• Mr. Ashok Singh, Mr. Sidharth Behura, Mr. S K Sethi, Mr. Sunil Malhotra
• Brig Vijay Sawhney, Ms. Veena Vishvanathan, Col. Ramesh Vasudeva, Maj Gen Anil Sawhney

SANJEEV SETHI, U-0527

Table Tennis

All enjoy!
Like life itself
We can improve our game
With each passing day
And no one can say..
I’ve learnt it all!

We learn to accept
It’s part of the game
We take in in our stride
In this game
Like life indeed
We witness some incredible
moments
And some we would rather forget

It’s such a sport
Can be enjoyed
In all kinds of weather
All it needs
Is two people. A small ball
A table and some TT bats
A friend just asked me
To write something
Something on the game of Tabletennis!
Such a wonderful game it is
Teaches us so much
Starts by saying Love All!
Then ends by the players
Shaking hands!
It’s a delight to play
From 4 years old
To 80 plus. Boys and girls
Men and women

People develop such amazing skills
With top spins and bullet like speeds
The reflexes sharpen
The agility develops
And the fascinating sounds
Tuk tuk tuk..are a delight to hear
Apart from the enjoyment
And exercise..the best things
Are making friends
For a lifetime!
Sometimes we win
Sometimes we lose
Quite like life

Not just to play
It’s attractive to watch
And after the game
The time spent with friends
With Chai and chit chat
It’s just wonderful
For me
This love story
Will continue
As long as I can stand
Though for some marvellous people
They can play wonderfully
Even on wheelchairs!
I’m ending this now
By saying Love All
Let’s play!!

JAGMIT SINGH, P-4432
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BOOK REVIEW
Untold Stories from the Indian Army India’s Brave Hearts, by Lt Gen
Satish Dua (Retd)

U

ntold Stories
from
the
Indian Army
India’s Brave
Hearts, by Lt Gen Satish
Dua (Retd), Juggernaut
Books 2020,200 pp, Rs
299 (paperback), P –
ISBN:9789353451370 E –
ISBN: 9789353451387
Everyone has something to say at the end of the
day! The General went ahead by recounting his
operational tenures in the Valley
spanning two decades only to return
as a Corps Commander in Srinagar
towards the fag end of his career of
almost forty years of selfless service
to our great Nation.
‘Foot soldiers’ and ‘Special Forces
Commandoes’ are a “rare breed”, I
always knew after having served four
times in Inter-Service Organisations,
a rare honour for a Naval officer.
Going through the book has only but
trussed my impression. Such soldiers
are synonymous with ‘’Leadership/
Followership’ at every level, which
the author goes on describing. They
mould teams into “winning ones” thereby leading to
stupendous success in a region, described by some as
the ‘most dangerous place in the world today’. Officers
and Men ‘lead from the front’ and are ever ready to
take the bullet on their chest cheerfully. It goes without
saying that Commanding Officer is duty bound to keep
his ‘paltan’ fighting fit with a very high morale in adverse
circumstances. However, the way the author went

16
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well beyond his normal course of duty looking after
the welfare of widows, their settlement, education of
children, welfare of civilians, etc has warmed the “cockles
of my heart”. Breaking the ‘’Bad News’’ to the next of kin
whom one has never met/knew and thereafter handling
the same, touched me the most. There is no ‘training’
for this, as the author brings out. It speaks volumes
of the author’s mastered skills of empathy, sympathy,
humility, compassion and tolerance, all culminating
into one word that distinguishes the ‘victor’ from the
‘vanquished’ ie Character.
The Chapter on Uri strikes and riposte
carried out under the Command
of the author in a matter of days is
“gripping” with suspense written
all over it, making it an interesting
read, as it unfolds. He also speaks
about the contribution of Lt Gen RR
Nimbhorkar, Corps Commander,
XVI Corps in the operation.
The term “surgical strike’’, which
was the creation of the Media is
nothing new. Numerous such strikes
have been carried out in Mynamar
by the Indian Army from time to
time though I am not aware of the
‘depth’ of such strikes. I agree with
the author, even while it is their sole prerogative along
with their urge to take stock of the ground situation,
political leadership could slightly delay their visit to
the area of operation, given the attendant security
ramifications. It is here where the Chiefs have to advise
them accordingly. The political leadership are in any
case ‘kept in the loop’ as per established protocols. Many
have said that such strikes should not have received any
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publicity and ‘kept ‘under the wraps’ because of their
very clandestine nature. However, time had come that
we ‘signaled our intent’ to not only our adversary but to
the entire world. Indeed, these strikes were instrumental
in the ‘New India’ fortunately shedding her tag of a ‘Soft
state’, as rightly summed up by the author.
The Chapter on “Snake catching” was hair-raising for a
naval officer. It was a surprise even though not a very
pleasant one to know that Commandoes are “trained”
to eat snakes !
The author has dedicated Chapters to the valiant officers
of his ‘paltan’ who got martyred by ‘leading from the
front’ which will inspire generations to come. Towards
this end, his anecdotes are heartbreaking and gut
wrenching to say the least. It is refreshing that they
continue to live in his selfless heart which continues to

bleed for them in today’s selfish world of ‘I’, ‘Me’, ‘Mines’
and ‘Myself ’. At least their exploits will now be welldocumented for posterity, the author having achieved
the main purpose of writing this memoire.
The ubiquitous ‘chai’, a simple pleasure in an infantry
man’s life is just enough for them to set ‘off the blocks’
instantly. Unfortunately, that too tastes insipid many
a time, as the author brings out in the Chapter on Uri
strikes. Such are the vagaries of their profession !
Written in an lucid, cogent and free flowing style bereft
of any ostentatious language and prized at mere Rs 299/, this book is ‘up for the grabs’. A ‘must read’ by all and
especially junior officers, scholars, policy makers and
citizens of our great country.

CMDE JS SHERGILL
(Retired), Nao Sena Medal

ACHIEVEMENTS
Delhi Gymkhana Club
receives Swachhta Award

Certificate of Academic Excellence

given to Mr. Devang Sati S/O Mrs Pushpa Sati
(Staff of DGC). Rolling Trophy Courtesy- Mr
B L Vohra, IPS (Retd) in memory of his Late
Mother Smt. Sheela Wanti Vohra.

Employee of the Month
given to Mr. Ram Kesh
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D E C E M B E R

2 0 21

FORTHCOMING CLUB
EVENTS

D E C E M B E R

2 0 21

On passing away of those cherished DGC Members who departed from the
shores of life, the Club Fraternity solemnly pays its respects and condolences

Davis Cup returns to Delhi Gymkhana Club!
The Delhi Gymkhana Club is set to host the prestigious Davis Cup Tie between India and Denmark on
4th and 5th March 2022 on the grass courts of our Club. The last time, both India and Denmark met
in a Davis Cup tie was in 1984 which the former won 3 -2 at Aarhus.
The Club had earlier hosted the tie about five decades ago.

Mr Rajesh Kumar Srivastava
(P-4347)

Mrs Arvinder Rana
(L-2112)

Mr Gunjit Singh
(P-2643)

Did You Know
The Competition began in 1900 as a challenge
between Great Britain and the United States.

The United States have won 32 titles, the most
in the world.

The Founder of Davis Cup is Dwight F Davis.

The current Champion is Russia, who beat
Croatia, to win their third title in 2021.

The Cup is contested annually between teams
from competing countries in a knockout
format.

Dr K P Mathur
(E-0028)

Mr Krishan Varma
(P-2442)

Mr Siddhartha Grover
(U-2634)

Mr Satinder Kumar Uppal
(P-4664)

India competed in its first Davis Cup in 1921
but has yet to win the Cup.

It is described by the organizers as the ‘World
Cup of Tennis’.

India finished Runners-up 3 times (1966, 1974
and 1987).

The current Champion is Russia, who beat
Croatia.

Tennis icon Leander Paes is the most successful
doubles player in the history of Davis Cup with
a record 43 wins.

Mr Mohammad Haleem Khan
(P-6467)

Ms Punam Puri
(U-0714)

Mrs Santosh Chawla
(L-1211)

Mrs Raj S Bakht
(L-1052)

Mrs Pushpa Mittal
(E-0079)

Maj Gen R S Chawla
(P-1219)

Squash Tournament
There were 7 categories in the Delhi Gymkhana Squash Open, the dependent event was not held due
to no entries as the exams were going on. This year there were few participants for the event reason
been not many players have being playing after the first lockdown. Due to COVID two national ranked
squash tournaments were not held.

In February 2022 Delhi Close squash tournament will be held in the club.
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